
 

 

Agric Committee keeps promise rejects Shs 5b for USAFI 
market, asks gov’t to tackle foot and mouth disease  

 

 

“The Agriculture Ministry has 
a shortfall of Shs9b to tackle 

foot and mouth disease as 
only Shs 5.5b was provided 

out of a required Shs 14.5b”. 
 

A proposal by the government to use the Agriculture 
Ministry as a conduit for Shs 5billion to purchase of 
USAFI market was yesterday, 27th April 2015, rejected 
by Members of Parliament on the Agriculture Committee 
who insisted the money should instead be used to 
purchase vaccines to tackle the foot and mouth disease. 

Government had proposed that the Ministry of Agriculture provides Shs 5bn as part of a grant to Kampala Capital City Authority 
(KCCA) to help the City Authority purchase USAFI market. However, the request was rejected by the Agriculture Committee 
which submitted a report to Parliament’s Budget Committee yesterday recommending that the money should instead be used to 
fund a vaccination campaign against foot and mouth disease. 

The recommendation by the Agriculture Committee comes against a backdrop of a campaign by civil society activists demanding 
that the government steps up the fight against foot and mouth disease. 

Last week, activists from the Civil Society Budget Advocacy Group (CSBAG) convened a meeting with MPs on the Agriculture 
Committee where they insisted that the Shs 9bn provided to tackle foot and mouth is not enough to purchase 540,000 dozens of 
the doze for the 14million cows and the 12.5million goats in the country. The Agriculture Ministry has a shortfall of Shs9bn to 
tackle foot and mouth disease as only Shs 5.5bn was provided out of a required Shs 14.5bn. 

“The KCCA grant increased by 367.6% from Shs 1.36bn to Shs 6.36bn reflecting an increase of Shs 5b.The committee noted with 
concern that this money had been allocated as additional funds towards the payment of USAFI markert. The Committee has 
recommended to the Budget Committee that these funds be re-allocated towards more pressing and  under-funded priorities like 
procurement of Foot and Mouth Disease vaccines, ”the Parliament Agriculture Committee report recommends. 

Kumi County Member of Parliament Patrick Amuriat insisted the budget for USAFI market can be drawn from other ministries but 
not the Ministry of Agriculture whose funding is already below the 10% threshold of the national budget.  

“What is the relationship between USAFI market and agriculture? If you are going to fund USAFI market with a view that 
agriculture produce will be sold there, I think then you are better of funding Bukedea cattle market and the market in 
Nakasongola. If government is so happy to fund Usafi markert, then this money should not be drawn from Agriculture market,”Mr 
Amuriat said. 

West Budama North MP Fox Odoi accused the government of ignoring Parliamentary recommendations touching on the matter of 
Foot and Mouth Disease-leading to recurrences of the epidemic.   

  “If my recollection serves me right, Parliament has debated more than four times the issue of Foot and Mouth Disease. Every 
time, there is a crisis, the matter comes to Parliament and we have pronounced ourselves that this item needs to be sufficiently 
funded. We have been advised by technical people  in this field that we need to vaccinate a critical mass of our animal population 
to deal with this problem .I do not know why government needs any more probing before they wake up,”Mr Odoi said. 

Dr Sam Okuonzi, the Vurra County MP said the science of science requires that at least 80 percent of the livestock population be 
vaccinated. “The epidemiology   of vaccines is that you must vaccinate at least 80 % of the population and that will come back to 
at least 12 million herds of cattle. Is this amount of the money enough for the 12 million,”Dr Okuonzi said. 

CSBAG now awaits the decision the Budget Committee will take on this and more recommendations that have been made by the 
agriculture committee in relation to the agriculture sector budget for the financial year 2015/16. 

BREAKING NEWS 

Members of Parliament in plenary session.  


